WHO WAS THAT WOMAN?

by Helena Reckitt
Presenting a fragmented portrait of the now elderly designer, this show incorporated videos, slide projections, printed ephemera and lamps in the Le Klint style. The latter were fabricated by Rönicke following Klint’s published directions, their folded paper construction echoing the loops and folds in Klint’s story and introducing a surprisingly domestic note to the otherwise spare installation. Rönicke’s decision to make the lamps by hand stages a gesture of empathy with the older designer, suggesting a desire to understand her creative processes on an intimate, tactile level. “The physical act of copying is a phenomenological process,” comments the American artist Andrea Bowers about the hand-written letters she transcribed for her 2005 show Letters to an Army of Three. “It’s a way of learning and understanding that goes beyond just reading or listening, and I think it is very powerful.” This embodied homage also links to other key art projects by feminists, including Judy Chicago’s channelling of Georgia O’Keeffe in her flower-inspired paintings and drawings and her Womanhouse cohort Miriam Schapiro’s practice of collaging reproductions of Mary Cassatt paintings into works she called “collaborations.”

Evoking the flow of conversation and memory, Klint’s story emerges phrase-by-phrase in slide-projected images of white plastic letters—fittingly, the kind that announce the residents in old-fashioned apartment buildings—against a dark background. “A real fiction—a story about Klint and the lamp,” as one slide terms it, the narrative darts from Klint’s family business to her relationship with the writer Peter Weiss, and evokes the troubled sense of self that prompted Klint’s various abrupt changes of residence and occupation and a seven-year psychoanalytic consultation to help her reconstruct her identity. Folding back on itself, and punctuated with blank slides that allow the viewer to pause and take stock of Klint’s dramatic biography, the story chronicles Rönicke’s first meeting with Klint as well as the women’s trip to Paris for the opening of Without a Name. While the project borrows crime writing’s depiction of intrigue shared between detective and detected, it also introduces a spirit of mutual affirmation between the women not usually found in detective fiction. Just as the life of this creative survivor fascinates Rönicke, the artist becomes a mirror for Klint’s questions about female creative autonomy. Describing her exchanges with Klint, Rönicke recalls in her slide projected texts: “she was very curious about my life. If it was possible for me to do the things I was/Interested in, and if anyone was interested in/What I was doing.”

Without a Name exemplifies a biographical turn in contemporary art that, in important ways, has a precursor in theatre director Neil Bartlett’s 1988 book Who Was That Man? A Present for Mr. Oscar Wilde. Seeking traces of the Victorian writer and convicted pederast a century after his death, Bartlett presents his hunt in sexual terms that draw out biography’s erotic undercurrents. Bartlett experiences Wilde as a tangible presence who haunts his everyday activities in London and permeates his manuscript-in-progress. “His words began to ghost my writing.” This understanding of how one writer’s work influences another’s—and the play between Bartlett and Wilde in their shifting roles as seeker and sought, possessor and possessed—counters the idea of homosexuality as non-reproductive. Instead, the sense of a shared history that Wilde represents influences Bartlett and his contemporaries productively as they struggle against AIDS and homophobia.

Just as Bartlett drew from Wilde, Polish artist Paulina Ołowska looks to earlier female artists as enabling presences and kindred spirits. Claiming that “it is always sweeter to work with a friend, or a ghost,” Ołowska summons up female figures in her paintings, collages, installations and performances—from iconoclastic artists and designers to unnamed models and dancers. Drawn especially to women who made the presentation and performance of self central to their artistic practice, her work stages a fascination with the creative possibili-
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ties of striking a pose and making a scene. The gesture of giving space to other artists in her works is both generously self-effacing and unapologetically narcissistic, as Olowska’s bob-haired, stylishly clad subjects often resemble her. As such, they function both as individuals with distinct biographies and as stand-ins for the artist. Olowska’s appropriation of images of glamorous women might not seem obviously feminist, but it has been pivotal to feminism’s development, as Maria Elena Buszek shows in her 2006 book *Pin-up Grrrls: Feminism, Sexuality, Popular Culture*. Linking the female pin-up and the women’s movement to their mid-19th-century origins, Buszek investigates how Victorian actresses’ and burlesque performers’ presentation of themselves as liberated—on and off the stage—provided valuable symbols of women’s emancipation that later boosted the women’s suffrage movement. Not only did suffragettes use pictures of famous stage performers in their campaigns, but they also took on “the self-consciously stylish image and performative feminism of the actress as tools through which suffrage protests might be turned into persuasive ‘parades.’”

This strain of what Buszek terms “theatrical feminism”—prevailing in the early 20th century and between the world wars—took a knock during the 50s’ backlash against feminism, only to return with a vengeance in the 60s. Her mixed-media canvas *Pauline Boty Acts Out One of Her Paintings For a Popular Newspaper* (2006) explores a key, though largely overlooked, figure from this era: artist Pauline Boty. The only prominent woman in the British Pop Art movement, Boty died from leukemia at age 28 and her work, which examined mass-media depictions of celebrity, has only recently received scholarly attention. This neglect stems partly from Boty’s habit of modelling nude beside her paintings and “acting out” the poses of her female subjects—a prescient postmodern gesture of hyperbolic mimicry that was viewed at the time as frivolous exhibitionism. Yet, despite critics being more interested in viewing her physique than her art, Boty was committed to using her body as an aesthetic tool, for pleasurable self-expression as well as mimetic subversion. Evidently she recognized the problematic ubiquity of the female nude, as her two-part painting *It’s a Man’s World I and It’s a Man’s World II* (1963–65) shows. The work juxtaposes important male public figures of the century on one panel—Elvis, the Beatles, JFK, Cassius Clay, bullfighter El Cordobes and Lenin—with female models (some of them headless) from contemporary girly magazines, montaged against a bucolic backdrop that anticipates Barbara Kruger’s protest “We won’t play nature to your culture.” Completed a year before Boty died, the piece contrasts her lighter, earlier efforts and shows her clear-eyed understanding of the gap between political and sexual representation.

Olowska tries to settle historical scores on Boty’s behalf. Alongside a reproduction of the notorious newspaper article for which Boty posed naked with her artworks, she depicts the smiling artist pulling her shirt above her head. Another female figure—a bob-haired painter in a snazzy zebra-print dress, leopard-print shoes and a painter’s apron—stands at an easel, brush in hand. While resembling Olowska, this second woman in fact comes from an issue of *Art in America* from the 80s. This was, of course, a time of unprecedented prominence for feminist artists in New York’s art world, a reference that the pasted-in backdrop of the Manhattan nocturnal skyline reinforces. Yet where the discourse of 80s feminists tried to deconstruct women’s place in the patriarchal order, ignoring or denying the pleasurable aspects of female self-display, Olowska makes room for both. By isolating Boty’s prescient, exhibitionist gestures, and imagining her viewer not as a sleazy tabloid reader but as another female artist, Olowska implies that the ability for women to delight both in painting and posing, and in seeing and being seen, is one of feminism’s hard-won goals.

*Pauline Boty Acts Out One of Her Paintings For a Popular Newspaper* and the other eight large works in Olowska’s 2006 exhibition, *Hello to You Too*, share the same size and vertical orientation, each centring on a female figure that Olowska copied or collaged from magazines and other printed media. Tightly grouped, with one painting doubling as an exhibition announcement (including the dates, “8th February – until International Women’s Day,” and the opening reception dress code, “Avant-garde Costumes necessary”), the works had the feel of weathered billboards. These “distressed” yet appealing images of glamorous modern women energetically greeting female-centred futures recalls the suffragettes’ use of pictures of actresses and activists as “ads” for female emancipation. The wish-fulfilling aspect of this project—the idea that to fulfil your desire you have to act out and publicize it—underpins the performative nature of Olowska’s work. The title of Olowska’s exhibition, *Hello to You Too*, with its ring of sexual innuendo, suggests women hailing one another across generations. Instead of presenting feminists from different periods battling out their ideological and aesthetic differences, as most chronicles of the movement have done, Olows-
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ka creates a utopian environment wherein formerly antagonistic positions are acknowledged and Boty is recognized as an important figure then and an enabling presence today.

This investment in another woman as an ideal ego takes an even more mimetic turn in Olowska’s work concerning Zofia Stryjenska. This Polish artist’s career flourished between the world wars but declined under Communism when she wouldn’t join the state-loyal Union of Artists—though the state still reproduced her works without paying or crediting her. The strong-willed Stryjenska passed as a man in order to study at the Munich Art Academy and raised her children on her own after her marriage collapsed. Olowska’s affiliation both with Stryjenska’s feisty spirit and her exuberant work in myriad media took the form of homage in a show that she organized for the 2008 Berlin Biennale.

Merging the role of artist and curator, Olowska revisited Stryjenska’s 1925 Parisiennes debut at the Exposition International des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, from which she copied six large panels celebrating country life and the seasons. Yet where contemporary accounts comment on the vivid colours of Stryjenska’s paintings, Olowska’s monochromatic remakes reflect the fact that her only source was black-and-white photographic documentation. However, the colour and texture of Stryjenska’s personality was evoked in entries from her diary, which Olowska reproduced in the exhibition catalogue, as well as through portraits, including photographs taken at the time of the open-dialogue, as well as through portraits, including spot-lit photographs of Gray, a maquette of a reflecting pool and a 16mm film projection of a window on which drops of water reflect onto a reflecting pool.

When things cast no shadow, the 5th Berlin Biennale, which also featured Olowska’s Stryjenska-focused project, took place inside another classic modernist edifice: Mies van der Rohe’s Neue Nationalgalerie. Within two matching wood-panelled coat-check rooms, Winterling created symmetrical installations that each included spot-lit photographs of Gray, a maquette of a reflecting pool and a 16mm film projection of a window on which drops of water reflect onto a reflecting pool and a 16mm film projection. The film depicted the window inside the Nationalgalerie and, as such, remarked elliptically on the disregard for the natural elements that led (and still lead) to faulty engineering in many modern glass buildings. Implied a contrast to Gray’s environmentally responsive designs, the glass becomes a skin or membrane that suggests that relations between inside and outside, self and other can be pleasurably reciprocal rather than invasively antagonistic.

Josef Strau describes Winterling’s affiliations with other female artists and their social and professional crises, as “cross-fades of identity.” Aptly, this term references both Winterling’s understanding of subjectivity as porous and her use of “dated” techniques like cross-dissolves and multiple exposures. The appropriately titled 2006 exhibition I’ll be your mirror, but I’ll dissolve... includes the video projection Piles of Shade (2006) of fluorescent-toned multiple exposures of Winterling’s cross-dressing androgynous.
ling, the actress Tilda Swinton and the singer Brigitte Fontaine. It calls to mind Claude Cahun’s exploration of likeness as inherent to lesbian relationships that exceed familial structures: “Friend, you and I, who do not bear the same name, resemble each other like a pair of synonyms... yet it is the spirit, not the letter, that gives us the same meaning.” In the same exhibition, the projected video *Le Sens Pratique* (2005) inspects tropes of doubling and repetition to explore how we define ourselves both relative to other people and through dress. Two young women with cropped dark hair and dark clothes pass a large Burberry raincoat back and forth, draping it over each other’s shoulders. The coat gives temporary form to their silhouetted bodies, which otherwise vanish into the dark background. After one slips on and buttons up the coat, but before swapping it, the women pause and exchange a calm gaze as if acknowledging one another’s sameness and emergence.

These objects from the feminine realm of dress, domesticity and the decorative arts in Winterling’s art often have a biographical subtext. The video projection Untitled (Play, Winterling) (2007) shows another dark-haired androgynous, dressed dandily in black with a stiff white collar and cuffs, playing the violin. While the title might indicate that the musician and the artist are the same, in fact it refers to the Winterling violin once made by a branch of the artist’s family. Its discordant notes distance us from this erotic notion of one woman playing another. Similarly, the gold-rimmed porcelain cup that is twirled around by a white, pearl-buttoned kid-gloved hand in the 16mm film Untitled (cupstairspearls) (2008) also has family associations: the china was made by Winterling Porcelain Factories, before it went bust, and bears the Winterling name on its base. Violins, cups and gloves have corporeal connotations, “performing” almost as models on a stage as well as linking the bodies—past, present, and future—that use them, and connecting Winterling’s autobiographia to an imagined collective history. These objects have class connotations, too. Suggesting that Winterling comes from the kind of privileged background that enabled wealthy fin-de-siècle women like Gray to pursue lives of sexual, social and creative independence, these objects hint at nostalgia for a time before our homogenizing contemporary climate of gay marriage, when lesbianism still carried the whiff of glamour and scandal. By teasing out the queer undercurrents in her family history, and by isolating fleeting gestures and intimate artifacts under what she calls “a sensual spotlight,” Winterling implies that minor moments and sensations deserve to be chronicled.

Her art resonates with the cultural critic Elizabeth Freeman’s focus on alternative timelines that chart the course of atypical queer life cycles. “Some events count as historically significant, some don’t; some are choreographed as such from the first instance and thereby overtake others. Most intimately, some human experiences officially count as a life or one of its parts, and some don’t,” she notes. “Supposedly postimperial nation-states still track and manage their own denizens through an official time line, effectively shaping the contours of a meaningful life by registering some events like births, marriages, and deaths, and refusing to record others like initiations, friendships, and contact with the dead.”

A desire to be seen, coupled with an interest in how they are seen, unites the aforementioned women artists and is reflected in artworks that feature tropes of disappearance and illumination and a succession of looks sought, sent out and exchanged. Yet, as Michel Foucault famously argued, visibility comes at a cost, especially for marginalized social groups, who risk attracting unwanted attention, surveillance, categorization and control. These dangers have been particularly acute for women who have been both overlooked and looked at too much.

Dutch artist Manon de Boer explores the implications of excessive visibility for women. Her biographical films Sylvia Kristel: Paris (2003) and Resonating Surfaces (2005) belong to a planned trilogy about creative women who came of age during the sexually and culturally experimental late 60s and early 70s (the third, as-yet-unfinished work will focus on the American percussionist Robyn Schulkowsky). In different ways, the subjects of these films—Sylvia Kristel, the Dutch star of the soft core Emmanuelle films, and Suely Rolnik, a Brazilian psychoanalyst—suffer by being reduced to an image. In Kristel’s case, it’s sensual; in Rolnik’s case, it’s political. In both instances, De Boer aims to free Kristel and Rolnik from fixed historical representations by showing them in the process of recounting their memories while exploring memory as fluid and time-based. She also departs from art and cinema’s traditional reliance on visual representations of women to create a complex palimpsest of images, voice and sound that keep the viewer at a critical distance. Although Kristel and Rolnik’s monologues anchor these works, we see neither woman saying the words that we hear, and the images and sounds that we do encounter exist as autonomous, disjunctive layers.

*Sylvia Kristel: Paris*, which focuses on the actress’ move to Paris to star in the *Emmanuelle*...
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films ("no French actress dared to play a role like that"), is divided in half, with Kristel recounting the same part of her life in each. The interviews were recorded almost a year apart: the first monologue that we hear was taped after the second more detailed but less revealing version. So our experience of memory as temporal is woven into the film's fabric. Both parts begin and end with Kristel in a garden, poised and rather austere in red lipstick and nails, turning to face the camera and smoking a cigarette. She does not reappear until each section's end. Instead, we see Super 8 footage of Paris streets, buildings and parks, a mixture of slow pans and street-level shots. Frequently out of focus and overexposed, the footage has a home-movie quality that feels almost contemporaneous with the time that Kristel is recalling. A note of ironic distance characterizes Kristel's recollections, a lightness that differs both from her sculpted appearance and from her hyper-sexual celebrity persona. She speaks of herself as someone without a will, who has allowed herself to be seduced and directed by one "charming" man after another. Of the actor Ian McShane she says, "He treated me like someone who didn't know anything, and that fascinated me."

Paris is also the centre of action in Resonating Surfaces and—like the Dutch Kristel—the Brazilian Rolnik speaks French when recounting her time spent there. The film presents Rolnik's memories of her imprisonment for anti-dictatorship activities in Brazil, her trauma at being publicly branded, and her subsequent exile to Paris, where she studied and became intimate with Gilles Deleuze and was Félix Guattari's analysand. Like Sylvia Kristel: Paris, the film explores a woman who defines herself in relation to other people—again mostly men—and traces her struggle for self-definition. Here, however, Rolnik's responsive nature emerges as an affirmative trait—a fluid subjectivity with the potential to expand through its encounters with people and events. Resonating Surfaces also privileges Rolnik's voice over her physical depiction and prevents the viewer from having too easy access to her image. We see Rolnik talking, smoking, reading a letter, but the footage is initially underexposed, brightening as her voice becomes stronger and other people's voices recede—emerging gradually, as Christy Lange says, like a photograph in a dark room. Rolnik does not appear in Resonating Surfaces until several minutes in, and the first few seconds depict "nothing:" the white, grainy space of scratched celluloid. We then hear two operatic screams—cries of death, of Maria in Wozzeck and Lulu in the eponymous work. Alban Berg's operas emerge later in the film when Deleuze plays them for Rolnik as examples of two ways of facing mortality. Maria's final dying cries are weak and submissive; she has accepted the end. But as Lulu faces her killer she emits the defiant scream of a woman who wants to live. The significance of these differing attitudes for Rolnik becomes clear later in a singing class. Responding to her teacher's suggestion that she practise a song from Brazil, Rolnik sings a number by the Tropicalismo star Gal Costa. The experience of singing in her mother tongue connects her to suppressed memories of Brazil and "penetrates" her body. Like a protective plaster, and echoed in the white dungarees that she has worn since moving to Paris, Rolnik realizes that the French language has protected her Brazilian-inflicted wound while preventing it from healing, and that she is ready to return to Brazil.

Although less obviously mirror images for the artist than Stryjenska is for Olsowska or Gray is for Winterling, parallels between de Boer and her subjects exist. Like Kristel and Rolnik, de Boer left her home (the Netherlands) to live in a French-speaking city (Brussels) and she has discussed how this transition forced her to confront herself and her commitment to art-making. Like the other artists already discussed, de Boer attempts to "see" her female subjects, to understand them through close listening and observation, while respecting their fluidity and refusing to pin them down. This view of the other as a mirror for ourselves expresses our basic need for mutual recognition. It evokes Benedict Anderson's concept of "imagined communities" as collective identities that derive less from geographical proximity than from shared values and points of reference.

Anderson's arguments, published in 1984, became even more relevant with the advent of the Internet and the proliferation of virtual communities and online connections that do not require physical proximity. Together with the previously suppressed records that emerged after the collapse of Communism, the Internet is a central cause of the "archive fever" that has infected the art world recently. Not only has the Web given people access to vast sources of information, but it has also allowed them to interact with and develop their own archives. The impact of such a flourishing of research has been keenly felt in feminist and queer circles. Thirty years ago, the paucity of historical evidence about women and gays, and the invisibility of role models and precedents, was widely lamented. This sense of deprivation recently has given way to a spirit of optimism in the light of the historical material that has...
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emerged. Moreover, bringing their feminist and queer eyes to mainstream sources, artists and researchers are also revealing unacknowledged erotic dimensions within mainstream records.

In her 2003 anthology *The Literature of Lesbianism*, Terry Castle strays widely from the brief of “writing by lesbians.” Voraciously sampling everything from *Book of Ruth* to Shakespeare’s ballads, Gertrude Stein to lesbian blues songs, Castle presents romantic love between women as an enduring literary theme, noting, “The story I have sought to tell is one of abundance rather than scarcity.”

Simultaneously, and responding to the prevalence of virtual relations and archival study, forms of liveness and embodiment have gained renewed prominence in the art world. While they all prioritize physical and tactile approaches to biography, the artists discussed here do so in quite different ways. Rönicke and de Boer restore richness and complexity to the lives of women that have been erased, reduced, or stereotyped, while Olowska and Winterling enact a more intense identification with their subjects that suggests the desire both to possess and to fuse with them. But all four position themselves as students of their adopted mentors, hinting at the libidinal dynamics within pedagogical relations and the embodied nature of learning and understanding. By revisiting the female past for “might-have-beens” or “might-bes,” they show that, far from passé, the work of these once-innovative women still brims with potential.

Helena Reckitt is Senior Curator of Programs at The Power Plant in Toronto. Forthcoming curatorial projects include the first Canadian solo show of US artist Ryan Trecartin (curated with Jon Davies) and the group exhibition ‘Adaptation’ exploring cross-species identifications and impersonations.
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